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  GEORGIOU, George

  DEVENY, Catherine

  COLLINS, Noel

  O’CONNOR, Cindy

  SOURASIS, Kerry

  WOJTONIS, Adam

  READ, Tim

  ANDERSON, Christopher

  MILES, Christopher

You must number EVERY BOX for your vote to 
count. No ticks or crosses

FIONA PATTEN’S REASON PARTY

LIBERAL DEMOCRATS

AUSTRALIAN LABOR PARTY

LIBERAL

AUSTRALIAN GREENS

ANIMAL JUSTICE PARTY
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GEORGE GEORGIOU

INDEPENDENT

EFFECTIVE TRANSPORT

GOOD PLANNING

TREES! LOTS & LOTS OF TREES

 77% of all trips on any day in Melbourne is with a car. 

  Cities around the world are working to reduce their total car trips  
 to just 20%, (20-80 model city)

 We have to do the same if we are to be a competitive, liveable  
 and sustainable city

  Dedicated, safe & more direct walking and cycling paths   
     connecting our schools, shops, parks, tram stops and train   
 stations is the first step in becoming a 20-80 model city

  Better planning laws can help to reshape our city with better  
 quality developments, more open space and a better balance in  
 the way we travel.

  High density developments must be directly on a tram road or no  
 more than a 5 minute walk to a train station. High density   
 developments must help to reduce car trips, as well as attempt  
 to alleviate land shortages. 

 VIC Track land must be protected for future open space. It   
 shouldn’t be sold off to developers for apartment towers. 

 New walking & cycling corridors and open space must be part of  
 any large residential or mixed use land development.
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  State government owned roads and rail corridors should be part  
 of an aggressive and ongoing tree planting program.

  There should be no profit margin when removing a tree. Where  
 the price put on removing a tree exceeds the cost, that profit   
 margin creates an opportunity for trees to be unnecessarilly   
 removed. 


